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Simple present tense worksheets for grade 5

Am/ Is / Questions we make questions with Am / IS / are (be) in a simple current like this: B. When someone asks a question with Am / Is /Are (Be), we can give short answers also: Are you tired? Yes it's me. (Not just yes.) Is he here? No, it is not (not only no) an important point: we cannot use a short
form in short answers in the affirmative. Here are some examples of short questions and answers: Are you late? Yes, you, no, you're not/you're not. Are you Indian? Yes it's me. No i'm not. Is she home? Yes, it is. No, she's not/ she's not. Is it the rainy season in Delhi? Yes it is. No, it's not. Yes, we are.
No, we're not. Yes, we are. No, we're not. Yes, they are. No, they're not/they're not. Simple present Tenses worksheet-5 fill the vacuum/s and also choose the correct abbreviated shape of the act help. '____ I'm late?' 'No, you_____ on time. (a) am-are (B) was -she (C) am-am (D) am-are-are-not filled in
empty/s and also choose the correct abbreviated form for the act of assistance. '_____ Your mother at home? 'No, she____ out.' (A) it was -b it is (C) it -was (d) was - it is filled in empty /s and also choose the correct short form for the act of assistance. '_______________________________ 'No,
they____ out.' (a) She's not (b) she (c) was she 'd) she's cold in your room? Yes, a little (a) b was (C) has (d) none of these 'nice ____ shoes. It's new? (a) B was (c) (d) is where ____ your mother? ____ Is she at home? (a) Does it (b) (c) (d) have 'what color is your car?' 'It's
_______________________________ (a) Is it (C) was -is (d) was - how _____________________________________________________________________ They're okay? (a) She (b) is (c) she (D) does she have 'how much
____________________________________________________________________ 'Rupee 5'. (a) Is (b) (c) have (D) 'Where are you ___________________________________________________________ Canada (a) (b) (c) (C) had the key to answer: (1) - (A); (2) - (B); (3) - B; (4) - B; (5) - B) - (6) - (c)
7) - (a); (8) - (B); (9) - (B); (10) - (a) next indicator of video contents: the present is simple: yes / no simple questions present tense: use a simple present formula to talk about things to be decided in the future. Looking for an easy way to learn English grammar exercises for the ICSE 9th grade. You'll learn
basic English Grammer topics such as tension, verbs, names, etc... In this article, we will review the best English Grammer topics and compare them against each other. Simple examples present tense, worksheet exercises with PDF answerssimple simple simple formula: subject + figure 1 of the verb +
object. A simple present formula is used: 1. To express general facts: examples: the current simple tension is used to talk about general facts. They are also used to talk about future events that take time. Unlike other tense forms, the simple form of the present has a special mark when the subject is a
unique name or the conscience of a third person. Fill in the blanks with a simple, appropriate form of the current tense act Brackets. 1. Plane.......................... At 6:30. (Access) 2. I will call you when................................. Once again. (Come) 3. Unless
we...................................................................................................................................................................................................... Now we can't be there on time. (Start) 4. Sun.................................... In the east. (High) 5. Next run................................. Monday. (Start) 6. She.............................. Engineer. (Be)
7. They......................... Our relatives. (Be) 8. When is the train...........................? (Departure) 9. Let's wait until he........................... Done. (End) 10. Please ring me as soon as
he................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ (Access) Answers 1. The plane arrives at 6:30. 2. I will contact you when he returns. 3. Unless we start now we can't be there on time. 4. The sun rises
in the east. 5. The next term begins on Monday. 6. She is an engineer. 7. They are our relatives. 8. When does the train leave? 9. Let's wait until it's done. 10. Please contact me even as soon as it arrives. Up.
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